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I ntroduction

List a short time ago Dirk the Daring our 
hero rescued the beautiful Princess 
Daphne and returned her to King 
Aethelred her father . . .

The Kingdom rejoiced at the return of 
their Princess and the peace that has been 
secured for the Kingdom, Dirk being 
made of the sterner stuff decides to return 
to the Dragon’s Lair® to seek his fortune 
from the Lizard Kings domain which lies 
deep within the castles depths.

It is rumoured that a pot of gold coins is 
there for the taking that will give wealth 
beyond dreams. However, there are 
drawbacks, the Lizard King does not take 
too kindly to visitors entering his domain 
and has enchanted the pot of gold with a 
magic spell. If Dirk does manage to collect 
the gold, he will then have to face many 
perils before encountering the mud 
monsters. Defeat them and then freedom 
and the hand of the fair Daphne will be his.

Lead o n  
A d ven tu rer...

Roaring waterfalls, partly submerged boulders and vicious swirling whirlpools are all set to destroy you and your frail craft as you attempt to negotiate a safe path through the underground river which flows below Singes Kingdom.Move toward the flashes (push forward for the middle flash in the centre of the screen) to avoid being smashed to smithereens in the boulder caverns, skilfully go around the swirling whirlpools in the other caverns.

Awesome forces have been set in motion and you are being pursued by a huge boulder down a narrow gulley. Steep slippery sides prevent your escape so you must sprint, leap and dodge your way out of this desperate predicament, avoiding the balls and holes aimed to trip fou, beware you don’t get crushed by the great boulder as it makes its way down the alley

Here in the throne room of the cunning Lizard King, traps have been laid for arty unwary adventurer who may stray into this accursed place. Beware of being burned to death by the blazing balls of electric fire, or sizzled by the fiery hand. One touch from the Circle of Suspicion means instant death for any who stand in its evil path.

INSTRUCTIONS

r
With the death of the Dragon, power and riches fell to other, lesser creatures living within the recesses of the castle. One such conniving creature is the awful Lizard King, who has acquired much of the Dragon’s wealth. Your sword has been grabbed and is stuck to a large pot of gold, but beware, this is a trap designed to bring you into the clutches of the Lizard King! Mysterious lines of force are laid out to corner you, or stop your free movement around the lizards domain, so great caution is needed as you search for your sword and the gold in this eerie place.When you have recovered the sword and helped yourself to the Gold, dispose of the King and escape through the nearest exit.

A mysterious statue of a horse springs into a life of it’s own and you find yourself being hurled down long forgotten corridors at breakneck speed. Blazing balls of rock and ice hurtle towards you, these must be avoided as they sap you of the strength you will need to guide this mystical beast. Crash into one of the walls and

you will be instantly flattened by the sheer speed at which you are travelling.
DOOM DUNGEON

You step into an innocent looking room, the door snaps shut behind you and the room suddenly becomes filled with danger. Bolts of lightning ignite the very floor around you, obvious exits contain deadly traps, and other malevolant creatures appear to destroy you.

Negotiate a path across this desperate and dangerous place. Squares will appear and disappear, but only one safe route exists by which you may safely escape, and only one door guarantees a sure exit One false step here and you will plummet to certain death into a murky pool far below the Dragon’s Lair®. A giant bat also lives here. Should the bat wander too close to you, kill it with a swift blow from your sword, else it will attack you forcing you down into the murky pool.

The key to your escape lies in a bottle on the far side of this hot, danger ridden cavern. Foul monsters that come alive from the very earth itself will make a last desperate attempt to stop you from escaping. Choose your path carefully, find a way to bridge the gap, leap across the canyon, and finally safety, and escape will be yours.
SCORING

Earn Dirk a great score by bravely 
tackling the obstacles set before you. 
Points will be awarded each time you 

defeat one of the many deadly foes 
who are determined to kill you, or by 

outwitting the clever traps which 
have been set for any foolhardy 

adventurer who dares to enter the 
realm of DRAGON’S LAIR!
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